
30/23 Junction Boulevard, Cockburn Central

LEASED!!!! LEASED!!!! LEASED!!!!

This brilliant unit offers modern low maintenance living with all the best

features!

This complex grants you access to many modern features, including a gym

and pool, with a pavilion BBQ seating area surrounded by a beautifully

landscaped garden.

This amazing apartment is bright, modern and perfectly positioned close to

a whole range of transport. The living layout of the apartment is open and

projects a huge space leading to the balcony at the end.

- The main and secondary bedroom both have built in robes 

- The main bedroom has an ensuite connected

- The second bedroom has a semi ensuite access

- The large meals/kitchen area is equipped with quality stainless steel

appliances, double sink and dishwasher.

- Split system reverse cycle air conditioner

- Secure separate storage room just outside the front door which is perfect

for bicycles, sports equipment or items that need to be packed away.

Perfectly positioned in the heart of Cockburn Central, within walking
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Beyond Real Estate - 08 94561000
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Beyond Real Estate

SHOP 7 Cnr Ranford Road and

Campbell Road Canning Vale, WA,

6155 Australia 
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distance to Cockburn Gateway Shopping Centre and Cockburn Central train

station, this modern apartment is ideal for investors, singles, couples, and

those who travel for work or by choice!

Features:

Open plan living area

Large balcony

Ample storage space

Freshly Painted

Secure car bay

Two well-appointed bathrooms with large vanities

PLEASE CALL OUR OFFICE ON 08 9456 1000 TO ARRANGE A VIEWING

DONT MISS OUT. BRING ALONG ALL COPIES OF PHOTO ID, PAYSLIP (ONE

PERIOD) AND BANK STATEMENT.

GUARANTEED APPLICATION TURN AROUND TIME NEXT BUSINESS DAY OR

SOONER

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not

that information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept

any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should

make and rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


